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Abstract:
Carburized and hardened gears have optimum involves the diffusion of nitrogen from a gas at-

load-carrying capability. There are manyalter- mosphere in a temperature range of 925°10
native ways to producea bard case on the gear W50°F. After nitriding, the parts are hard
surface. Also, selective direct hardening has some without quenching, and they have some degree of
advantages in.its ability to be used in the produc- compressive stresses due to compound formation
tion line, and it is claimed that performance in the surface layers. Nitriding takes anywhere
results equivalent to a carburized gear can be ob- from one day to one week due to the slow diffu-
tained, This article examines the alternative ways
of earburizing, nitriding, and selective direct

sion rates.
As an alternative to carburizing and n:itriding.

hardening, considering equipment, comparative II hard case maybe produced by selective direct
costs, and other factors. The objective must be to hardening. Instead ofincreasing the carbon con-
obtain the desired ,quality at the lowest cost tent of the steel. surface by diffusing extra carbon

into the case, the steel composition is selected that
Introduction a1readyoontains from 0.4% 10'0.6% carbon, This

The major heat treatment used for high quality steel could then be thiOlllgh hardened and
gears is a case hardening process designed to form tempered in a furnace, but a hard case and tough
a hard surface layer on the gear surface .. This core can. be produced by selectively heating the
layer gives the gear a hard, wear-resistantfinish, specified surface to the depth required, leaving
but also causes a compressive stress system to be the core in. the original hardened and tempered
present at the surface, which helps to resist fatiguecondi.tion. Both methods produce a case: one by
failures. The type 0'f fatigue encountered in a gear controlling the depth. of carbon or nitrogen dif-
is usually pitting fatigue present at the tooth con- fusion, andthe other by depl.h of heating.
tact points ..

The most usual.process is carburizing, although Carburizing
nitriding is used for parts particularly susceptible Ask:a gear maker what his biggest production
to distortion ..Carbutizing involves the diffusion problem is. and he usually says. "heat. treatment."
of carbon from a gas atmosphere while the part This may be because heat treatment frequently
is heated to about 1700 OF in an atmosphere fur- causes significant schedtiling and quality problems.
nace, After carburizing, the part is quenched, Heat treatmenr, such as carburizing and harden-
usually in oil, to produce a hard martensitic layer ing, takes parts away from the production flewfor
on the surface. The diffusion times used are from long periods, heats them tehigh temperatures. ex-
4 to 20 hours. depending on the temperature of poses them to complicated gas atomospheres,and
treatment and the case depth required. The case finallyquencbes them. The risks of things going
depth is related to the pitch. of the gear and is in- wrong during this treatment are high. n is worth
creased. as the size of the gear is increased to pro- considering some ofthe factors that makesthis type
ducethe correct residual stress pattern, NiLriding of processing subject to variability in results.



stock is used to assess atmosphere,the measure-
ment gives a good indication oftheoondition when
the shim stock wasexposed to the carburizing gas,
which may not be the same when. the work itself
is exposed.

Controlofdte carbon content is often not very
precise.and when consistent results axe obtamed,
it is due to the experience of the heat treatment
supervisor raiher than scientific control.

The designer's usual choice for treating the
highest pertormaace gears is to specify a carbur-
ized alloy steel as the material of manufaemre.
Carbulizing diffuses carbon into the steel to a
specified depth, the source of the carbon being
usually a hydrocarbon-contaieing atmosphere.
Afierquenclring, the higher carbon surface layer
hardens, leaving the core at a lower hardness and
ina tougher condition. The process should leave
the part with high residual compressive stresses in

Ground
1---- Level the sunace,thus increasing the resistance to fatigue

failure, Since the process produces a hard surface
layer, it is often referred to as case carbuxizing.

TIlle source of carbon can be solid, liqllid,or
gaseous, but for the last ~Oyears the preferred
method has been to carburize ina gaseous at-
mosphere. This bas been because of the lower
costs and the possibility of controlling thecarbur-
izing conditions .. The rate at which carbon is

The furnace itself may be schematically absorbed and diffuses into steel. is temperature-
represented by Fig, l , which showsa typical dependent:1he higher the ,carb~g temperature,
batch-typefurnace supplied with a gas atmosphere the morequicldy a case depth can be attained, The
from an atmosphere generator ..fig, 2 shows a pit- time required to develop case depths of up to O.100
type furnace which is so-called because it is often in. is shown in Fig ..3.
installed in. a pit to make loadWg the furnace more It is possible to reduce carburizing time by in-
oOllvenient.The furnace bas a. circulation system creasing carburizing temperature, Fig. 4 shows the
wlUch eireulates the atmosphere and helps even out
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variations in gas eomposition and in temperature.
Government Mll.. specifications require 'that fur-
naces be checked for temperamre variation over
the load space, but make no requirement for supply
of carburizing gas ...If areas in the workspace are
deficient iintemperature Dr gas drculation,l!tIen
case carbon. and depth. of case will suffer.

Carburizing gases are a complex mixture of
gasses. like N2• H2-'CO, C0.2• H20, C~,and 0.2,
and theircarburizingpotentials are (CO)2/C0.2
and C",,(H2o.)~ It isoommon to measure one
component. such as C0.2• C~ • .H2O., or 0.2, and
assumethat carbon potential is directly related
without considering the other component of the
ratio, which may be varying due to gas source, air
leak, carbon buildup. and other factors. If shim
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austenite, necessitating a subzero treatment [0

transform it to martensite .
To obtain tfte desired carbon content in the sur-

face of the case. an atmosphere control sy tern
Should be installed and weU-maintained. Some heat
treaters control carbon potentia] at.tile desired level
through the carburizing cycle; however. olihers
favor a "boost-diffuse" technique, where carbon
is introduced to the surface at a much higher level
than required in the final case for much of the cy-
de, and it is reduced ro the requiredlevel for dlis
last part of the cycle. This isa faster way of in-
troducing the case.

Whichever method is used, atmosphere control
percent savings in carburizing time by increasing is necessary, It. is difficult to measure carbon
rhe temperature beyond ]750°F. potentialdirectly. but \lSually some other factor is
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Control of the Process
measurable that is related and can be used for ,0011-

trol purposes. Thecarburizlng reactions occurring
Gas carburizing atmospheres can be controlled can be summarized as:

to be in equilibrium with a wide range of carbon
contents, AJ> the surface carbon in a case is
gradually increased the hardness of the quenched
steel will also, rise until il reaches a. maximum
value, Tile decrease in hardness from this point is
due to retained austenite present in the case ..
Fig. 5 shows the effect of carburizing a 3310 steel
to 0.6% and 1.0%caibon. The carbon increases
the hardenabil.ity of the steel, but increased carbon
depresses the temperatures at which martensite •
starts to form and at which martensite formation
isoomplete tethe 50% and 90% levels. At a case
carbon level of 0.'6%, martensite fonnation is
complete at above room. temperature, but at 1.0% For a particular carrier gas, Ithe concentration
carbon there would be substantial retained of carbon monoxide a:nd !hydrogen is roughly COD-

(in steel)

(in steel)
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stant. fora wide range of carbon potential,. therefore between these factors is shown in Fig. 6.
increasing the amount of methane 0:1' other hy- nshould be carefully noted, however" that most
drocarbon. Rieducing dle carbon di.oxide content users of carbon control believe that they are
will increase the carillirizing pot-'ntial.1be carbon measuring factors relating tQ carbon potential
dioxide will react with hydrogen as follows: directly:. whereas, .acruaLlythey are measuring one

factor in aratio and assuming the other factor
,(usually CO) isconsta:nt.IfCO, hydrogen, or other
components vary .•dle reaction will J,ift:, making

Thus, the carbon dioxide content and water con- the carbon potential relationship i:naccumte. For ex-
tent or dewpoint are interdependem. A hi,gh dew- ample, some heat treatraent installations generate
point. will promote the formation of carbon diox- emdothennic gas f~omlJatw"algas. This is supplied
ide and, tberefore. reduce dle carburizing by the local gas company toa calorific value,. Dot to
petential. a chemical composition. bt time of supply dif·

Methane and other hydrocarbons will react with ficulties (mid-winter), the gas company may boost
water as follows: the supply from different fields or even use waste

refinery products, causing instabiHty in thegas
composition and deviations in case carbon content,
even though. dleco.ntr-ol instrwnents are till! show-

Therefore, hydrocarbons may be added to reduce iog that everything is under control.
the dewpoint and increase die carbudzing
potential.

Oxygen potentia] is related to the caroonpoten-
MethodS of Carburizing

tialas follows:
The majority of gears are carburized in a gas at-

mosphere llsually using natural gas, propane, or
nitrogen as the atmosphere SOIlI'Ce. However, over
the last 2:5years two other methods have developed,
one involving vacuum technology, and the other
using plasma.

Gas Carburizing. Gas car-nurizing using annes-
pherie pressure treatments in gas-fired or el.ectri-
cally heated furnaces is still the most popular
method. Furnace equipment. varies widely in eon-

'Iberefore, earburizing potential

From this it can be seen that the carburizing struction, but essentially is eonstructed to be gas-
potential can be determined by measurement of tight and pr-ovides means for uniform heating and
O~, dewpoint,. or oxygen level. The relationship circulation of the gas atmosphere. For the highest
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quality work, pit furnaces (Fig, 2) are preferred.
since temperatUtre uniformity is optimum because
ofllie circular shape, and the fan (generally atthe
bottom) gives uniform gas and temperature
distribution. It is more difficult.to automate loading
procedure, and direct. quenching is not usually
possible, since the load is difficuLt to handle,thus
taking a long time to transfer to a quench tank. dur-
ing which period fhe parts are not ina pr-otectiveat-
mosphere, Many precision gears are treated in pit
furnaces, slow-cooled. reheated, and hardened.

Horizontal box furnaces with integral quench
(Fig- 1) are used particularly for lower class gears.
They are very convenient for load handling, but
may suffer from lack of temperature uniformity,
particul!arly near the front loading door. Because
of the shape, gas circulation is not uniform, par-
ticularly at the extreme comer of the furnace
chamber. The circulation system not only supplies
ilie furnace atmosphere, but also is part of the
heating system. Deficient circulation leads to lack
of atmosphere and lower temperature, both factors
adversely affecting case depth.

Continuous fumacesare used for large quantities
of gears , often for the automotive industry . Pusher
furnaces are developments of the horizontal batch
furnaces, and since the parts are moved dtrough
different zones during the cycle, more uniform
results are possible .. Pusher fu.maces may be
adapted with the last zone at. the quench tem-
perature so that gears can be plug- or press-
quenchsdfrom the furnace.

reactions are out of equilibrium, making it
necessary to use a controlled boost-diffuse cycle
based on past experience. The furnace is operated
\l.Ddervacuum conditions except under actively
carburizing conditions, when a few millimeters
pressure of carburizing gas are added. and during
the gas cool after carburizing, when the furnace
is bacldilled with nitrogen, If the furnace is equip-
ped with an oil quench, the load may be reheated
under vacuum andquenched without removing it
from the furnace.

Vacuum caiburizing is often faster because it is
carried out at higher temperatures (1800° to
1950°F), rather than the 17000 to 1800°Ftypical]y
used in gas carburizing, Some gas.carburizing fur-
naces can operate at higher temperatures, and
achieve the same carburizing rates as vacuum
processing, but a typical. gas carburizing furnace
takes longer to reach earburizing temperature
because ofthe furnace heat load. Vacuum equip-
ment can be started and shut down in.much shorter
times than gas carburizers,

The costs of vacuum treating and gas. carburiz-
log are likely to be comparable. especially for
deeper case depths because of the higher tern-
peratcre capability. The acquisition costs will also
be similar since endolihennicgeneration equipment
is not required. Vacuum treatment partsare Like-
ly to be cleaner and of more consistent quality.

Plasma Catburizing. This process uses equip-
ment similar to vacuum. carburizing, except that
the work carrier is electrically insulated from the

Vacuum Carburizing. Vacuum carburizing furnace frame.. A DC potential difference is ap-
has been used since the early 60s and has plied across the work, making the work carrier the
developed to iii full productionprooess, sometimes cathode. A plasma is formed around the work,
with. oil quench capabilities ..Closed loop carbon which is said to enhance die absorption of carbon
control is not currently possible because the gas atlbe surface of the gear being carburized, Plasma.



is maintalned at a few millimeters of pressure of process done off the main production sequence.
methane using aDe vol.lage of 500 [0. 600 volts. Quality engineers dislike it because it is responsi-
Unlike ion nnridiag, additional Iteating is ble for many quality problems due 11.0.' variation iII
necessary toaohieve cari:lurizing temperatures, and case quality and dimensienal tolerances. Shop per-
this is accomplished with graphite elements, Car- sonnel may be disenchanted when their bealltifully
bon level is controlled using a boost-diffuse cycle machined parts are ultimately returned looking
followed by acontroliled, 'coo] to about ISSOoP, burnt. twisted. and unrecognizable.
when the parts may be oil quenched. To overcome some of these disadvantages.

,As with ion nitr:iding, a high degree of selective direct hardening is ,often applied. Inllbis
cleanliness is imporomt. and the work carriers processthe hard case is prodlll.Cedby heating the
must 'be scrupulously cleaned after use to. remove surface layer only to above the aWitenitizing
quench oil and other foreign matter" Con lamina- temperature and rapidly quenehing, leavingthe
tion causesarc-over ill the plasma, layer, causing core in U1eoriginal condition. Ca:rburizing is not
tbepower supply to shut down and restart Until necessary because a medium caJ100nsteel. is used
the parts are dean. a stable pLasma will net be with the required QIl1bonalready in the steel. Since
established. a Jarge proportion of the part remains cool,thus

The equipment L more costly dian a vacuum, stabilizing the material, distortion is much less l!han
unit, andthe fun advantageshave yet to be com- utile entire part were heated. The higher carbon
pletely documented for gear treatment. content material compared with a carburized grade

may make machining more difficult ..Four methods
Selective Direct Bardning have been used lor selective heating for direct

A1thougb.'carh~g is widely used, especially hardening of cases. All rely on applying a large
for higher quality gears, it is oot apopular process
in the manulacturing sequence. Manufacturing
engineers do not like it because it. is a Jengrhy batch

amount of energy in a. hortlime.
Flame Hardening. Flame hardening is probably

the oldest selective hardening process and. as the
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name suggests, it employs. direct flame contact induced current. The rate of heating depends on
with the swfacebeingl1ardenedl. With coarse pitch IDest1!engthoftfte magnetic field. The depth of the
gears, individual! teeth may be hardened; but with field varies inverselywith the frequency of alter-
finer pitches, a gear may be spun ina ring of gas nation. The higher the frequency, tbe moreha.l1ow
burners. Flame hardening. even with oxy-gas the heatiageffect.
fuels, does not provide as rapid an energy transfer If the circular coil. is used to' heat a gear, then
as the other methods discussed, andthus has dif~the tips of the gear are closer or bettercoupled to
ficulty in producing a baed.case of less than about the coll, and, thus, they heat. more, resulting in a
0.050 to' 0.100 in. deep. However, in situations deeper case depth .. Teclmiqlles are available to
where flame hardening will meet tile required reduce this effect, such as pulse or dual. frequency
specifications and quality levels, it is the lowest hardening.
cost method. As with induction .hardening, self- After the heating is ,complete •. dte CUJTent is
quenching is usually Dot possible ,and an extemalimmed off, and the part is quenched by synchroniz.-
quench is necessazy. edjets of a quencllingfluid. usually water-based.

Inducti.on Hardening . Ioduetion hardening is Laser Heat Treatment. Laser beat treatment
achieved by using an altemating current in a work is a surface-hartleDing process in which laser
coil surrounding the part 1.0 be heated ..The entire energy is used to heat the surface to above the
circumference of small gears may be heat treated austenitizingtemperature, When the source of
atlbe same time, but coils may redesigned 00 treat energy is removed,.lhepart self~enches, .owing
one to.oth. ala time if the tooth pitch is such that 'tD thedLffusi.on of beat into the mass of the part,
individual teeth. are large. An altemating magnetic This is made possible by the extremely rapid
field is established that induces a potential in the heating rate that the laser eanachieve, A~ the rate
part, causing a current 00 flow in the closed cir- of heat input increases, the depth .ofhardeniQg is.
cuit. Heating is produced by the resistance to dte reduced, since the temperature gradient becomes

incoming,

beam ~
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POWER ON WORK 1 kW
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ENERGY DENSITY, kW/cm2

speed of work travel, cmjrnln, indicated for each curve; transverse oscillation 450Hz; ax'ia'losclllation 120Hz;
patte rill 1·27)( 1-27

steeper, and the surface temperature is limited by
me need to avoid melting.

The method of applying the energy becomes a
critical part of the heattreatment process, If a
sharply focused laser beam is used, then the
hardened zone becomes quite narrow, although it
is more usual to use a defocusedl beam to increase
thearea over which the laser energy is spread.
This, however, represents the most unsophisticated
way of controlling the heat treated area and, in a
modem work station, other types. of optics would
be preferable.

Two of these methods are illustrated in .!Fig, 7.
Fig 7a shows the use or oscillating optics, in which

without magnification at a plane in space that coin-
cides with the location of the work surface. This
method is lower in cost than oscillation equipment.
but will only produce a fixed shape energypatch.

Laser Power. The influence of power on
penetration is direct. but not linear. Useful
tradeoffs can be made ifIow-speed processes can
be tolerated. For example. in Flg, 8 power levels
as low as 1 kW produced slight hardening with the
%: x .'h mm rectangular spot in these tests. At 2 kW
significant surface hardness occurred if the speed
was increased from 20 em/min to 401em/min, and
a reduction of 0.5 m (30%) could be tolerated in
depth of hardening. The suggestion here is that

a defocused beam is oscillated in two directions to speed or exposure time is a more important process
produce a rectangular patch o[,energy. Oscillation element than power , per se,
frequency is typically 100 to 500 Hz in bodidirec- In fact, increasing power at a given speed was
nons. This method also allowscontrol of the shape clearly detrimental to hardening until relatively
of the energy patch ..Fig. 7b shows the use of in- bight speeds were reached in Fig. 8.
tegration optics using a faceted mirror. The beam The power at which surface meltingoccurs is
is broken into segments and recombined with or directly related to speed in .Fig. 8. and the boun-

J ....N'U...!lYlH!!!lU ....!ly lUl, 3:7



dary fonned by this relationship forms the major basic differences in the equipment used. The beam.
process limits.

Speed of beam. It is possible to' interchange
speed and power to achieve a given depth of
hardening for a specific beam. impingement area
(3 lh x liz in ..rectangle in this case). Forexample,
in Fig. 8, 3 hardened depth of 1 mm can be ob-
tained. at 7 kW, and 160cm/min or at 2 kW at 40

and workpiece are manufactured in a vaouum en-
vironmeru. which is not necessary with a laser, and
this requ.irementintroduces some eomplications
into the nxtunng. Another difference is in beam
manipulation. since laser energy may be directed
and focused by minors, and an electron beam is
manipulated by magnetic coils.

cm/min. Ifthe lower speed!satisfies production re- However, electron beams have some important
qulrernents, the potential for a reduction in capital. advantages. First, tile cost of electron beam power
expendimres is clear. However, the 40 em/min is lowerdtan laser energy • since dte conversion ef-
process is sensitive to power variations in terms ficiency is higher, Secondly, higher electron beam
of both penetration and hardness. For example, a power is available, and while a 40 kW electron,
0.4 kW increase in power reduced hardness from beam gun is commonplace,a 15-20 kW laser is
725 HV to 685 HV. At the same time. penetration very large. The third advantage. which is not.
increases by 0.3 cm. Such sensitivity places. a generally exploited, is the availability of pm gram-
premium on accuracy of beam generation (and mable raster patterns. Whil.e laser beams may be
delivery), Rejection rates may be increased in the patterned by oseillating optics and integrator op-
lower speed procedures outlined in Fig. 8. tics, the pattern produced is not. capable of the

Electron Beam Heat Treating. This method tlexibility made possible by scannjng an electron
is similar in principle to laser beat treating, except
that beating is achieved by an accelerated stream
of electrons instead of a light or infrared beam.
When.the electron beam is turned off. the part self-
quenches. Many of'the same considerations apply
that are true fer laser processing, but there ere

.M.P. Temperature Before
Quench

beam ..This could be of'particuiar importance in
ttardeoing complex geometric shapes. such as gear
teeth, where different amotmts of energy arc re-
quired on different parts of the surface as the
geometry changes. Electron beam. equipment may
be more compatible with CNC controls, par-
ticularly ina flexi.ble manufacturing imation.

Residual Stress Patterns
One advantage of ease earburized parts is mat

when the treatment isproperly carried .out. it leaves
a compressive stress system at itllesurface, Com-
pressive stresses help counteract tensile stresses
produced during beDding fatigue and contact
fatigue and, thus, increase the expected. life. Pig.
9 represents conditions during the quenching of a
carburized part. nus part has been carburized and
heated to a temperature above 'the austenitizing
temperature and then quenched. The isochronal
lines show how the surface cool faster than the
center ,of die section because Ileat. is abstracted
from the surface by the quenching media, This
trend continues right through the quenching
process. Fig. 9' also shows linesrepresentingl:he
start of marteasitic transformation (Ts) and the
f!.Dishef'transformanon (TF)' Il win be seen that
these temperatures are depressed as the case car-
bon increases. The net result is thattransforma-
tion .of austenite to martensite starts at the case/core
interface with an expansion as martensite is
formed. The case i .the last material to transform,

AU51enilizing Temperature

lsochrcnal tlnes
During Quench

Distance from Surface ---I"'~.
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Nitridiog
Nit:riding is an alternative case hardening

process often specified for gears when distortion
would be difficult to' control if the gear were case
earburized andql.lenched. In nitriding, nitrogen is
mtr1Xluced into the :wfaoe of'd'le steel at relatively
Iow temperature ,(925° to lOSO"F) from a
nLtr'O,gen-oonlaioing atmosphere. such as ammonia.
A hard case is produced by the formation of hard
compounds in die surface. making qaenching
WllleceSSary .

Special steels are needed for nibide containillg Dimensiona]Pr~blems Caused
dements" such as aluminum or chromium,tbat by Heat Treatment
will fonn hard nitrides during Itreatment.Thereel It is believed tht heat treatment causes more
is Ilitrided in We flardened and tempered condition. quality problems than any other manufacturing
The process is controlled byadjwtiJlg me dissoeia- step. This is because heattreatm.ent causes dimen-
tion of die ammonia MOfie often the Floe process sional changes due to vO[Ullllechanges, resulting
is used, whioh is a double stage process analogous from phase transformation. Distortion is caused by
to the boost diffuse cycle in 'ca:rbwizing..In the first a combination of geometric factors and stress
.stage. the dissociation level is eontrolled at 15 to relief. These two factors acting together often
30% by using a temperalllre range of 92$° to cause unpredictable results. Variables that. COD-

975°P. producing a white nitride layer which is hibute to the dimensional changes include:

and the expansion to' martensite causes compres-
sive stresses because the core is already trans-
formed and restrains the case.

The situation is different in selective hardening
1(F~g.10), but the results are similar, Energy is
transmitted quicldy intolhe sUrl'ace.resulting in
a surface layer heated. above the austenitizing
temperature. This layer w:ill later become-the
hardened. case. When the energy is turned off,
rapid cooling progresses, and again the case isthe
last to transform, and the restraint induces residual
compressive stresses as the surface expands dur-
ing transformation fmmeustenite to martensite,

_Temperature Bef.ore
1 Self Quench

-- ---
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diffused in the second stage by lnereasingthe
dissociation to 80 10 85'%. The high. dissociation
can be achieved by increasing the temperalllre
range to 10250 to 1050"Fand using an external
dissociation. Even with the two-stage process,
mtriding is slow, taking about a day (24 h) to pro-
duce a 01.0201in. case. The process produces very
hard cases with minimum distortion. Vol.ume in-
creases during nitriding cause favorable com-

150ch ronal Lines
During Quench

I ~

I

Variations in.material composition
Residual stress differences
Size of part (within tolerance range)

before heat treatment
Surfacecendirion
CUDurizing heating cycle
CaIiburiziJllgatmosphere control
Depth of case
Quenching parameters

pressive stresses to build up in. the case. Quenching die dimensions
Ion Nitriding . Ion niniding or plasmaaitriding Post heat treatment.

is similar to' plasma earburizing in that a plasma Gear manufactul'ers hope to bring the compon-
is formed around the work during areerment, ~t is ent size under control in the finish grinding or hanll
claimed that the proces gives more reproducible turning stage. This leads to a dilemma: ifexeess
results and a. shorter process time. materiaJI is left on the part prior to heat treatment ,
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there will be enough stock to enable the size to be
bruught under control: however. if too much is
taken off. the most effective parts ofllhe carburiz-
ing (or nitrided) case are removed. Fig. WIshows
excessive material being removed from a tooth
after heat treatment. In the example shown in Fig ..
12,tl:te tooth. has distorted to the right, and to cor-
rect the profile, excess stock hasto begroWld from
the right side of tile tooth. This has several serious
consequences .

First, there is lack of uniformity in case depth
leading to uneven residual stress distribution.
Second and worse is that the gear appears satisfac-
tory in a nondestructive inspection. even though
the perfonnance of the gear will be less than op~
timum, Third, a considerable thickness of material
has to be removed during grinding, increasing the
probab:ility of grinding burns. There is little doubt
that some problems that are blamed on grinding
can in reality be traced back to heat treatment.
Thus the effects of the heat treatment process have
to be considered before and after the process in
both. the soft machining and hard finishing stages.
The attraction of selective direct hardening
processes. that minimize distortion and can be done
on the manufacturing floor, reducing the work in

Size before
Heat Treatment

I·ie. I] \dhlll.tll\. ,.lm.lllIl.11 ~rtl~Jlld 111)111 ~'c,n IdUlh
------

Tooth
---- .. Distortion

Si:Z.8belor,s
Heat Treatment
Size after
Grinding
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Table 1. Comparison ·ofCase ~d Ding Precesses

Cost or
Eq-wpment

Cost or
OpeJ:ating

Qnalityof
Product

.Environmental
Effects

Time Taken
loComp]ete

Process
On-Line
Process

'Case Hardening
Gas earbnrizing
Vacuum carburizing
Plasma: clUburizing
Nitriding
Ion nitriding

Selecti.veDirect Hardening
Flame hardening
Iaduction
Laser
Electron beam

.M M M H M N
M-H M M L M N

H M-H H L M N
M H H M H N
H H H L H N

L L L=M M L Y
M L M-H'" L L Y
H L M'" L L Y
H L HII< .L L Y

Legend: H= high; M = medium;.L;;;;; low; Y ;;;;;yes; N ;; no.

"'Design engineering may be reluctant to change from carburizing to direct hardening since 8. material change is necessary ,and
an extensive acceptance testing program may be required.

Note: Lot size: lIould be considered when selecting a.case hardening process, since small lots sizes often mean tile use of smaller.
less automated equipment. It may be difficlllt to justify the tooling usuaUyrequired in a direct hardeningproeess ifonly a.few pans
are contemplated.
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progress, become .apparent • and there wm be furnace load iftl:te paris are of comparable size and
serious attempts. to use these processes wherever require the same case depth.
possible. Production engineers would like to heat ·lreat

gears as part of the manufactl1ring sequence on
machines siniated in the production line. This tis
achievable by selective ,direct hardening, which
can be done by one of several methods in times
comparable with. the manufacturing process.
However,a. medium carbon. teel has to be used.

C'OndUSiODS
Cost comparisons between plants and! companies

are diffi.cuIt to make because of variables , such as
energy costs, labor costs, part geometry. lot ize,
and accountingpraesiee, but Table 1 attempts to
compare gellerally perceived costs together with
p.roduct quality and!1he environmental effect of the
process.

In diffusion type processes, gas carburizieg is
the most geoe.rally used!process using endother-
mic gas atmospheres. Vacuum and plasma car-
burizing are slowly being introduced as cleaner,
more consistent processes. Ifdistonion i difficult.
to control. men nitridIDg or me newer ion .rnilriding

which can be I11()rediffioult to maohil1eand causes
designers comcemlhat a dHect':l:lardenedgear lI\aty
not be equivalent to a carbarized gear for power
transmission purposes. The selection. ofa direct
haJdening process and equipment .may be iaflu-
enced by lot size. since it may not be feasible to
provide the necessary tooling for treating 31 few
parts.

Process selection i. often detennined by dle
is used. All of the above processesare done in a. available equipment, but it is worth knowing all
special heat treatment area off me production area. the options that are available to the gear maker.

The size ofbateh-type heat treatment equipment. particularly when difficulties are encountered or
is often detennined by the lot.size and quantity of new equipment ispurchased.
parts to be treated. Large volame producers may
use continuous carcurizing famaces, while small
job shops may use much smaller base furnaces ..
Small work:lots maybeaccumuJated to make .afull

Aljlmo~: RLprilluJ..wihpermission ofw ~riCan
,Gtar Manufaaurel'1 AssodmiQfl~ '/he cpiniOll.f. sJlJJ/!f1Il!lUS and
conclusions pr-aenled in thispaper are rhou ofrh~.AuJJwranJ
in 110 way representtheposition or opinion of tire AMERlCAN
,GEAR MANUFACIVRERS ASSOCIATION.
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CIRClE A·25 on READER REPLY CARD

Provides actual over
ball/pin measure-

ment of any
helical or

spur gear or
spline with-

out the need
of costly

setting masters.

Provides vital
S.P.C. informatien,

,CAPACITY:
9'" O.D.
8" I.D.


